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. ~ 1 For Conference Book "Noble Gas Compound" ~ I -~U~iv~. of Chicago Pr,"""e=s..,..s _ _ . --....--~--_ ,.~,.,,! The crystal and molecular structure of XeF 4 This paper is an extended and slightly modified version of our .
. earlier report 1 which described our determination of the crystal and *This work was done in part under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Co~~ssion. . and ourselves 1 by'x-ray diffracti~n. Ibers and Hamilton used photographic data from precession films, while· we used stationary scintillation counter data. This work was soon followed by a neutron-diffaction study by Burns, Agron and Levy4 which gi;es sorrewhat hig~er precision for the ·.fluorine coordinates_ than is feasible with the x-ray dat~. - 4 .. Our x-ray studies of material prepared in this way detected crystals only of the structure described here, except when samples had been exposed to water.
-In some of our earlier work we attempted quick transfers . . _o:r the' .. Due to an. oversight· the Xe scattering factors were not corrected for the dispersion correction Lif 1 which is approximately -0.5 electrons.
•
ections are strong when h+k~~-is even and weak when it is odd,
shmving that the Xe atoms are at 0,0,0 and 1/2,1/2,1/2. Trial coordinates _ for fluorine atoms were estimated by some simple calculations which in principle were equivalent to making projections of the fluorine electron density down the a and c axes with use of only a few terms in wh~ch the --._ effect of the fluorine atoms 1-ras large. The electron densities were not actually calculated, but 1-1ere roughly approximated graphically. · For example, reflections o6o and 110 were judged to be stronger than average, while 031 and 200 were weaker tr~ average. In these cases the phases are fixed by xenon. Reflections 012, 014, and 520 were judged to be strong among reflections .depending only on fluorir.e. In these cases phases ---~-------·---·---~------------~-----------~-~ --· -----------··--···-~-----------... --. . -~----· ---....... _ ... _ --·----.... -. . ---·---·-. ...... Table 1 and Table 2 are from this last calculation. Table 1 exclusively. A refinement with isotropic temperature factors resulted --···----__ --·-........ ---in coordinates for fluorine atoms which were the sarre as those in Table 1 within 0.005 or less. The corresponding R was 0.18.
The data were-not corrected for absorption. The dirrensions of the crystal correspond to p of about 0. 9.. In the approximation of spherical shape, absorption would be almost perfectly compensated by systematic errors in the thermal parameters. We estimate that to compensate for the absorption error the terr~erature parameters of each atom in Table 1   7 should be increased by the following aiT~unts: The space group symrretry requires the molecule to be planar, and within the accuracy of the petermination ~t is square planar. Fig. 2 shows the_.molecular packing, and In Table 3 -·---·-·--·-. . Table 2 : Observed and calculated structure
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